
SO YOU WANT TO BE A TRIP CHAPERONE 
 

Prior to band camp or a trip, the Volunteer Chair compiles a list of those interested in  
chaperoning (with input from the board.)  Once there is enough information to determine 
the number of chaperones needed, based on the district policy of minimum of one per 
ten students and the needs of the program for that trip, the Volunteer Chair presents the 
list of names to the Band Director, with a suggested final chaperone list for approval. It 
is the Band Director who makes the ultimate decision on the number of chaperones 
needed and who the chaperones will be.  
 
Because we have such a great group of parents who want to be involved, we usually 
have a long list of those wanting to chaperone. We have come up with the following 
criteria to consider when compiling the final chaperone list.  The criteria considered is in 
order of mention. 
 
First,  board members get preference. They have committed countless hours in 
helping the program to run. As for band camp, it can be used as a "Board Study 
Session" to help board members come together, make assignments, and figure 
responsibilities for the coming season. 
 
Second,  skills needed for the trip. Sometimes we are in need of those to help with 
heavy equipment, someone with medical skills , a truck driver, etc.  
 
Third, chaperone experience is a must. Parents gain chaperone experience by 
chaperoning away games and competitions. Have they worked with the band kids? Is 
there good interaction between them and the students? Is there mutual respect for each 
other? For the Band Director? Can they enforce the direction and rules of the Band 
Director and the program? Can they follow direction from the Volunteer Chair? 
 
Fourth,  in the past, have they volunteered helping the band? How much? Are they 
committed to help with the band? Are they supportive of the program? 
 
Fifth, are they a parent of a Senior? Is this their last chance to chaperone?  (Sooner or 
later, everyone's child will be a Senior and they will get this preference.) In cases of Big 
Trips, this criteria is waved, as there is usually only one opportunity to chaperone a Big 
Trip during a student's four years of marching.  
 
Sixth, all chaperones must be in good health and able to meet the necessary duties of 
being a chaperone. Chaperoning is no vacation.  It involves being able to work at 
various times, doing various activities, and being able to function on little or no sleep if 
needed.  
 
The positive of being a chaperone is getting to work and care for the kids, but it is very 
hard work. Schedules must be kept, rules must be followed, work must be done. 
 
Although no formula is fool proof,  this has seemed to be the most fair way to meet the 
needs of the program and the desires of those wishing to chaperone.  


